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SCANNING TIPS

• Ensure the CEREC unit has been turned on for a while and that the camera has had a chance to 
warm up before seating the patient in the chair.

• Place the cart where you can easily see it as this is what you will be watching, not the patient.

• Watch the white square on the right hand side to see the area you are scanning. The red
square on the left just means it is active.

• Ensure that the mirror tip is clean.

• Light can affect the scan so turn off the operating light.

• The camera records saliva so it is important to keep the area being scanned dry using suction, 
having the patient suck and swallow their saliva before starting or any other method you choose.

• You can rest the camera on the teeth, there is no limit to how close you can get, it will still capture 
an image.

• You do not need to click the foot pedal on and off repeatedly, click it once to start the scanner and 
it will automatically stop when you remove the scanner from the mouth.

• Always try to finish back on the occlusion as this makes it easier for the software.

• When restarting, begin from approximately where you finished, allowing a few seconds for the 
camera to recognise where it is. Once you have audible confirmation you may begin moving.

• If you are giving the patient a break, replace the scanner in the holder to keep it warm.



• Lips and tongues can be a problem in the scan so here are a couple of tips:

>Try using an Opragate or other retraction. With the Opragate, we suggest 
small and extra small for most patients as the sizes tend to be large.  It is a 
good idea when scanning the vestibule areas or anterior sulcus to have the    
patient pull gently on the retraction device in the appropriate direction to give 
you better access.

>If you get superimposition or double data as you are scanning a section, 
you can just delete the current section by clicking on Delete scan data in the        
bottom right corner and selecting to delete last step.



SCANNING GUIDE

1. Go into Sirona Cerec Ortho shortcut on your desktop (latest version currently 1.12).
2. You may need to add a licence if you haven’t already done so.
3. Click Show Patients if you are making a guard for an existing patient and select that
patient, or use the Search Database option.



4. If it is a new patient, click Create Patient and enter their details. The first three fields
are compulsory. Click Create Scan.

5. Before you start scanning, ensure that the Mode is set to Intraoral.
At this point you should also configure the patient position since this cannot be changed 
mid scan. We find that most dentists prefer to be seated in front for full arch scanning 
but behind for quadrant work, the choice however is yours. Click the Yellow arrow in the 
top left hand corner, and click Configuration.



6. Click Settings.

7. Click Seat position.

8. Select your Seat position preference. Then click the << Arrow.



9. If you wish to change the sound the scanner makes, now click Devices, tick Virtual
camera animation and change the sound. We find Pulse to be easiest on the ear.

10. Now click Exit Configuration.

11. The software will direct you through the scanning process. The scans are                 
performed in segments and then stitched together. There is a virtual demonstration of 
where to scan at the start of each segment in addition to the visual guide. A green tick 
signifies the section has been completed.

12. The first section is Scan lingual right. Hold the scanner nice and still for 3                  
seconds on the occlusal surface of the distal most molar in Quadrant 4. Once audible                
confirmation can be heard that the scanner is active, proceed to move the scanner in the 
direction indicated on the screen. Watch the white square on the right hand side to see 
the area you are scanning.



13. Now Scan occlusal right. Focus on the occlusal/incisal but also roll over to the buccal as 
you go.



14. Scan vestibular right.

15. Scan transversal right.



16. Scan lingual left. This section requires you to hold the scanner still for 3 seconds on the
occlusal surface of the distal most molar in Quadrant 3 before starting to move.

17. Scan Occlusal left.



18. Scan vestibule left.

19. Scan transversal left



20. It will now ask you to Define border. Simply double click the blue line at the point you want to 
change. Single click to change direction and then double click back on the blue line to complete.
When you have finished, click OK. 



21. Now you can Complete jaw, going back and filling in any areas you have missed.                         
The software highlights areas that you have missed in yellow. If they are critical areas, then           
simply go back and fill them in. You do not need to be concerned with small interproximal areas or                                           
undercuts as these would be blocked out anyway. The most important regions if you are doing a                                       
Protection Guard are the occlusal and incisal surfaces for the bite. If you are doing a Performance 
Guard you need to ensure about 10-12 mm of lingual gingivae is recorded cervical to the teeth.



22. Click the >> arrow or Upper jaw box to move on to the upper arch. As with the lower,
the first section in each quadrant requires you to hold the scanner still for 3 seconds on
the occlusal surface of the distal most molar before starting to move. Now you can Scan
palatal right. Try to capture a good portion of the palate in this section and also roll over
the occlusal.

23. Scan occlusal right. Focus on the occlusal/incisal but also roll over to the buccal as you go.



24. Scan vestibular right. You want to capture as much soft tissue up to the sulcus reflection as 
you can. This is important to allow us to relieve the guard around any frenal attachments. If the 
scanner stops on the soft tissue, simply move it back onto the teeth in that region until you hear 
the audible acknowledgement that the scanner is active, then you can begin moving it again.

25. Scan transversal right.



26. Scan palatal left. Again try to capture a good portion of the palate in this section and
also roll over the occlusal.

27. Scan occlusal left. Again focus on the occlusal/incisal but also roll over to the buccal as you go.



28. Scan vestibular left. Again making sure to capture as much soft tissue up to the sulcus            
reflection as you can.

29. Scan transversal left.



30. Now you can Scan palate. The starting point for this section is always just behind the incisors. 
If the scanner stops recording, simply go back to this point until audible acknowledgment of data 
capture is heard, then you can begin moving again.

31. It will now ask you to Define border. Simply double click the blue line at the point you want to 
change. Single click to change direction and then double click back on the blue line to complete. 
Remember you need to record 12-15mm of palatal tissue cervical to the teeth if you are doing 
a Protection Guard and as much vestibular tissue as you can both buccally and labially, where       
possible up to the sulcus reflection. When you have finished, click OK.



32. Now you can Complete jaw, going back and filling in any areas you have missed.                        
Any data recorded outside of the border that you set, will be automatically deleted.

33. Click the >> arrow or Buccal box to move on to the bite. Take the Guardlab bite with the
wax wafer and teal ruler. Instructions can be found at www.dentist.guardlab.com/videos/ if you 
need a recap and the password is learn2guardlab. You can now lie or sit the patient back down, ad-
vising them to stay just as they are, and warning them not to open or close further into the wax as 
you need to record the bite at this precise level. Follow the onscreen instructions and Scan buccal
right; from the upper premolar cervical margin to lower premolar cervical on the right hand side.



34. Now Scan buccal left . The arches will be automatically articulated. At this stage ensure there is 
adequate space between the arches to fabricate a mouthguard. If the patient has overclosed and 
teeth are now in occlusion, you will need to delete the bite and redo it.

35. Click the >> arrow to finalise the Acquisition of the scans.



36. Now you get a chance to check the Model. First the lower. If there are any issues or
missing areas that need to be filled in, you need to click the << arrow.

37. In order, to edit the scans you need to click the Unlock icon and then click Unlock. Now
your are able to edit the scans. Select the section that needs editing or Complete
jaw if something just needs adding . When you are done, click the >> arrow and the
software will update any changes. It doesn’t need to rerender all of the model.                                          
It is best practice to check each section is correct as you go along, before moving onto the next.
However, until you exit the software or send the scans, they do remain editable.



38. Now click Check upper. This can be edited in the same way as the lower if required.

39. Now click Check bite. This can also be edited if required.



40. You can select the Model axis and Add a base if you wish, otherwise just click the >> arrow or 
Export at the top of the screen. Now click Sirona Connect Portal and log in.



42. Click Add additional information and select Male or Female. Enter GuardLab mouthguard in 
any Additional instructions, and anything else if required. Now Click Add to cart.

41. Select The Dental Solution Australia as the lab; they are our laboratory here in Australia. If not 
in the available list, you will need to click the Edit your favourite laboratories, search for them and 
add them. They will now appear in the My Favourite laboratories suggestions. Select Return date: 
1 week from the day (even though no second appointment is technically needed). You will see the 
upload progress in the bar.



@guardlab

43. Now click Submit cart, enter your verification details and you are done!
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